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I. Introduction

T HE recent perspective to improve aviation safety, by means of

using synthetic air data on board commercial aviation, opened a

new scenario in avionics [1]. In fact, air data sensing is still based on

different probes and vanes (used as direct sources of measure)

protruding externally from the aircraft fuselage. On the other hand,

integrated digital avionics offer the opportunity for air data estimation

with data fusion techniques and without using physical (or mechani-

cal) sensors. This approach is also correlated to analytical redun-

dancy [2,3] and can be used as part of a redundant flight control

system (FCS) architecture, to monitor physical sensors or to replace

failed sensors [4,5], for example.

An air data synthetic sensor, therefore, enables the replacement

of a physical sensor with consequent benefits in terms of weight,

power consumption, reliability, maintainability and emissions. Air

data synthetic sensors can be split into threemain categories: 1) pitot-

free aircraft speed estimators [6]; 2) vane/sensor-free aerodynamic

angle estimators [7,8]; 3) pitot and vane/sensor-free for both airspeed

and aerodynamic angle estimators [9]. Using synthetic air data esti-

mation in addition, or in place, of physical air data sensors would also

be beneficial for next-generation air vehicles, e.g., unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs) and urban air mobility (UAM) aircraft, to overcome

some issues toward certification [10]. In fact, a redundant air data

system (ADS) with limited use of synthetic sensors [11] can lead to a

compact solution able to overcome some issues related to common

failure modes or incorrect failure diagnosis of modern ADS [12–14].

Although recently re-emerged, the idea of synthetic aerodynamic

angle estimators can be dated back to 1949 thanks to theU.S.Air Force

(USAF) technical report [15]. In [15] several methods are analyzed

to estimate the aerodynamic angles, angle-of-attack (AoA) and angle-

of-sideslip (AoS), and one of them was implemented and discussed

in 1973 in [16], usually referred to as the Freeman’s method. These

are considered the first solutions to the problem of the estimation of

the aerodynamic angles without using physical sensors. Since then,

several other synthetic solutions were conceived [17–24]. The state-

of-the-art presented here highlights that synthetic sensors for AoA and

AoS estimation can be grouped in two main categories: model based

(e.g., Kalman filter) and data driven (e.g., neural networks).

This Note presents a scheme to estimate AoA and AoS. With
respect to the state-of-the-art, the proposed scheme is model-free as
it does not need any aircraft model or flight test database. Moreover,
the latter aspect makes the proposed scheme independent from the
aircraft configuration and the flight regime that, instead, it highly
affects the design of model-based or data-driven synthetic sensors.
In thiswork the classical flight mechanic equations are rearranged in

order to obtain a scheme that can be solved for AoA and AoS estima-
tion. The proposed scheme is basically a system of nonlinear equations
governing the aerodynamic angles based on aircraft dynamics, air-
speed, and wind data. To solve the proposed scheme for a preliminary
numerical validation, an iterative method has been applied, but several
other possibilities exist (e.g., Kalman filters).
In Sec. II notations used in this work are presented. A rearrange-

ment of some flight mechanic equations is introduced in Sec. III,
and the problem formulation is presented in Sec. IV. The proposed
scheme for aerodynamic angle estimation is derived in Sec. V, and a
preliminary numerical verification is presented in Sec. VI before
concluding the work.

II. Notations and Reference Frames

In this work, vectors are indicatedwith bold-italic lower case letters
(e.g.,v), and lower case letters (e.g.,v) are used for vector components,
whereas the matrices are in bold-italic capital letters (e.g., A). An
inertial reference frame F I � fXI; YI; ZIg is considered, and two
noninertial frames are considered centered in the aircraft center of
gravity (CG): the body and wind reference frames [25]. The body
reference frame FB � fXB; YB; ZBg has axes oriented along fixed
directions onboard, as in Fig. 1b. The wind reference frame FW �
fXW; YW; ZWg has theX axis aligned to the freestreamvelocity vector;
the Z axis is the intersection of the plane normal to the trajectory and
the �XB; ZB�planeof the aircraft and directed downward (i.e., from the
upper to the lowerwind surface). The aircraft is considered surrounded
by an airmass enclosed in a virtual control volume thatmoves together
with its own reference system FCV � fXCV; YCV; ZCVg.
From Fig. 1a the relative distance r between the aircraft and the

inertial reference frame can be expressed as r � rB � rW , where rW
and rB are, respectively, the distance of the control volume reference
system FCV and the flying object both measured from the origin of
the inertial oneF I . In addition, the angular velocity of the frame FB

with respect to the inertial frame F I is

ω � pîB � qĵB � rk̂B

where îB, ĵB, and k̂B are the unit vectors in FB. Recalling the
time-derivative properties [26], in the inertial reference frame F I ,
the relationship between velocities can be written as

_r � vI � _rB �w (1)

where vI is the inertial velocity, _rB is the relative velocity between the
aircraft and the surrounding air, and w � _rW is the velocity of the
control volume, or wind speed. Therefore, the generic flying vehicle
is considered to fly with the velocity _rB, or true air speed, relative to
a moving control volume animated by the wind speedw, i.e., control
volume velocity of the surrounding air in the inertial frame F I.
Finally, the inertial velocity of the aircraft is the vectorial sum of
the _rB and w as represented in Fig. 1a.
The vector transformation from the inertial reference frame F I

to the body frame FB is obtained considering the ordered sequence
3–2–1 of Euler angles: heading angle ψ , elevation angle θ, and bank
angle ϕ. Henceforth, in order to ease the notation, the cosine
and sine functions will be denoted as C and S, respectively, whose
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arguments are indicated as subscript. The full rotationmatrix fromF I

to FB is composed as follows:

CI2B �

2
6664

CθCψ CθSψ −Sθ
SϕSθCψ − CϕSψ SϕSθSψ � CϕCψ SϕCθ

CϕSθCψ � SϕSψ CϕSθSψ − SϕCψ CϕCθ

3
7775 (2)

The full rotation matrix from FW to FB is composed as follows:

CW2B �

2
664
CαCβ −CαSβ −Sα
Sβ Cβ 0

SαCβ −SαSβ Cα

3
775 (3)

Among all transformation properties [27], it is worth underlying

that

CI2B
_CB2I � ΩB (4)

where

ΩB �

2
64

0 −r q

r 0 −p
−q p 0

3
75 (5)

III. Rearrangement of Flight Mechanic Equations

Recalling velocity definitions [28], Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

vI � CB2IvB �w (6)

and the relative velocity vB can be obtained from the wind reference
frame using Eq. (3) as

vB � V∞ îWB (7)

where V∞ is the magnitude of the relative velocity vector, V∞ �
jvBj �

���������������������������
u2 � v2�w2

p
, and îWB��CβCα�îB��Sβ�ĵB��CβSα�k̂B,

i.e., the unit vector of the relativevelocity in the body reference frame.
Recalling Eqs. (6) and (4), the inertial acceleration aI � _vI pro-

jected on the body reference frame can be written as

aB � CI2BaI � _vB �ΩBvB � CI2B _w (8)

Equation (8) highlights the ambiguity coming from inertial accel-
eration measured onboard. In fact, it can be generated from aircraft
maneuver ( _vB �ΩBvB) and/or change in the external wind (CI2B _w).
Typically, aB can be derived onboard from the proper acceleration
nB, measured by accelerometers from the Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU), Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS), or Inertial
Navigation Systems (INS). In this case, the inertial acceleration aB

is calculated as aB � nB − CI2B�0; 0; g0�T , where g0 ≃ 9.81 is the
gravitational acceleration.
From Eq. (8), the acceleration _vB can be written as

_vB � aB −ΩBvB − CI2B _w (9)

From Eq. (7), the time derivative of the relative velocity’s magni-

tude is _V∞ � �vTB _vB∕V∞�, and substituting _vB with its expression of
Eq. (9), the following equation is obtained:

_V∞V∞�vTB _vB�vTB�aB−ΩBvB−CI2B _w��vTB�aB−CI2B� _w (10)

where vTBΩBvB is null, and all terms refer to the same time instant.

IV. Problem Formulation

The proposed scheme is based on the hypothesis that the relative
velocityvB in Eq. (10), and hence the aerodynamic angles, at a certain
time instant t can be modeled using information from the past.
Therefore, by means of the integral definition, the relative velocity
vector vB at time t can be expressed starting from vB at a generic time
τ, with t ≥ τ, as

vB�t� � vB�τ� �
Z

t

τ
_vB�T � dT (11)

Henceforth, the subscript notations vB;t or �vB�t are used in place
of vB�t�, and the independent variable of the integrand function is
omitted in order to ease the notation. Recalling Eq. (9), Eq. (11) can
be rewritten as

vB;t � vB;τ �
Z

t

τ
�aB −ΩBvB − CI2B _w� dT (12)

and

vB;τ � vB;t −
Z

t

τ
aB dT �

Z
t

τ
ΩBvB dT �

Z
t

τ
CI2B _w dT (13)

Replacing vB;τ with Eq. (13), Eq. (10) can be written at time τ as

V∞;τ
_V∞;τ �

�
vB;t −

Z
t

τ
aB dT �

Z
t

τ
ΩBvB dT �

Z
t

τ
CI2B _w dT

�
T

�aB − CI2B _w�τ ⇒

⇒ V∞;τ
_V∞;τ �

�Z
t

τ
aB dT −

Z
t

τ
CI2B _w dT

�
T

�aB − CI2B _w�τ �
�
vB;t �

Z
t

τ
ΩBvB dT

�
T

�aB − CI2B _w�τ (14)

Fig. 1 Representation of a) inertial and control volume reference frames, and b) body and wind reference frames.
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where all terms depending on vB, and hence the aerodynamic angles,
are collected on the right-hand side.

V. Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme, named “Angle of Attack and Sideslip Esti-
mator” (ASSE), is based on making dependencies from the relative
body velocityvB explicit. In this case, the integral term ∫ t

τΩBvB dT of
Eq. (14) must be explicated in terms of vB. Several levels of approx-
imations can be assumed. In this work, the proposed formulation
is based on the assumption that the integrand function is constant in
the generic time interval �τ; t�. The latter hypothesis is identified as the
zero-order approximation.

A. Zero-Order ASSE Approximation

In a generic time window, from τ to t, the integrand function of

∫ t
τΩBvB dT in Eq. (14) can be approximated constant; therefore

Z
t

τ
ΩBvB dT � �ΩBvB�tΔt (15)

whereΔt � t − τ. Substituting the latter expression into Eq. (14) and
recalling matrix properties, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

V∞;τ
_V∞;τ �

�Z
t

τ
aB dT −

Z
t

τ
CI2B _w dT

�
T

�aB − CI2B _w�τ

� V∞;t î
T
WB;t�I −ΩB;tΔt��aB − CI2B _w�τ (16)

Equation (16) is the basic expression of the zero-order scheme
referred to the generic time τ where the aerodynamic angles α�t�
and β�t� are the only unknowns and all other terms are supposed to
be measured. Therefore, the aerodynamic angle estimation proposed
here is based on direct measure of 1) true airspeed V∞ and its time

derivative _V∞, 2) the inertial body acceleration aB (described in
Sec. III), 3) angular rates, and 4) the wind field. As far as the wind
field is concerned, the wind velocity is assumed to be known in order
to be able to measure the wind acceleration term _w in Eq. (16). Even
though this assumption is not practicable, it is used here to demon-
strate the feasibility of the proposed ASSE scheme. For the sake of
clarity, conclusion of thiswork can always be applicable in the case of
null, steady wind field or discrete wind change.

B. Zero-Order ASSE Scheme

To simplify the proposed scheme notations, the measurable quan-
tities of Eq. (16) are grouped and denoted as follows:

nτ � V∞;τ
_V∞;τ �

�Z
t

τ
aB dT −

Z
t

τ
CI2B _w dT

�
T

�aB − CI2B _w�τ
(17)

and

mτ � V∞;t�I − ΩB;tΔt��aB − CI2B _w�τ � hτ îB � lτĵB � mτk̂B
(18)

Therefore, Eq. (16) can be rewritten in a more compact form:

nτ � îTWB;tmτ � hτCβCα � lτSβ �mτCβSα (19)

Equation (19) represents a generic nonlinear scalar equation in two
variables α�t� and β�t�. For the latter reason, the aerodynamic angles
are represented without subscripts related to time. Equation (19)
can be expanded back in time starting from t to n-th generic τi with
i ∈ �0; 1; : : : ; n�, where τ0 ≡ t. Therefore, the following system of
n� 1 nonlinear equations is obtained:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

nt � îTWB;tmt � htCβCα � ltSβ �mtCβSα

nτ1 � îTWB;tmτ1 � hτ1CβCα � lτ1Sβ �mτ1CβSα

..

.

nτn � îTWB;tmτn � hτnCβCα � lτnSβ �mτnCβSα

(20)

Equation (20) is the generic form of the proposed zero-order ASSE

scheme based on n� 1 equations. In this work, an expansion in the

past is considered (τi�1 < τi) but also a forward expansion is equally

feasible leading to the same conclusions of the presentwork.Moreover,

it is worth highlighting that no hypothesis are assumed on time spacing

of time steps considered here. In fact, even though very uncommon,

nonuniform time spacing can be considered and two subsequent equa-

tions can also be written for two nonadjacent time steps. This latter

aspect can be useful to improve the condition number of the system

in Eq. (20).
The nonlinear system of Eq. (20) can be rewritten in a more

compact matrix form as

nn �
�
îTWB;tMT

n

�
T � Mn îWB;t (21)

where nn � �nt; nτ1 ; : : : ; nτn �T and Mn � �mT
t ;m

T
τ1 ; : : : ;m

T
τn �T .

As the components of the unit vector are not independent, an extra

condition is given by the unit magnitude constraint îTWB;t îWB;t � 1.

Therefore, the nonlinear system of equations based on the zero-order

ASSE scheme can be expressed as

(
1 � îTWB;t îWB;t

nn � Mn îWB;t

(22)

The most suitable solver can be adopted to solve the system of

nonlinear Eq. (22) for AoA and AoS estimation.

C. Solution Existence Conditions

Under the hypothesis that the system of Eq. (22) could be linear, it

would be written as

n�
n � M�

n îWB;t (23)

where n�
n � �1;nT

n �T and M�
n � �îTWB;t;Mn�T . If M�

n was invert-

ible, and hence n � 1 in order to have a square matrix, the ASSE

solution would be obtained as

îWB;t � M�−1
1 n�

1 (24)

In other words, if Eq. (23) was solvable, the solution would be

obtained as a function of two time steps (τ0 ≡ t and τ1). This condition
for a nonlinear problem only sets theminimum number of equations to

be considered. Moreover, a nonzero determinant ofM�
n is required to

have a unique solution. The latter consideration is translated in the

following two conditions. Firstly, recallingEqs. (17) and (18), it is clear

that the i-th time step τi related to uniform flight conditions introduces

an equation leading to a null determinant of the M�
1 . Hence, as also

observed in [29], the analytical aerodynamic angle estimation (based

on a model-free approach) cannot be performed in uniform flight (or

trim) conditions. Secondly, the matrixM�
1 should have a full rank, or,

in other words, each considered time step τi shall add an independent
equation in order to guarantee thatM�

1 has only linearly independent

rows. For the latter condition, it is important to have the chance to base

the proposed scheme on nonuniform time grids.
Therefore, assuming that Eq. (22) may be linearized, general

conditions on the existence of AoA and AoS solutions based on the

proposed ASSE scheme are 1) at least two time steps (τ0 and τ1)
available, 2) not uniform flight conditions, and 3) two independent

equations.
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VI. Numerical Verification

In this section, the zero-order ASSE scheme is verified using flight
simulated data in the presence of a steady wind field. The simulation
is not intended to provide an exhaustive performance evaluation but
only a numerical demonstration of the proposed scheme based on the
zero-order approximation.

A. Maneuver Definition

The numerical validation is performed using a flight simulator,
inspired to a two-seat light motorized aircraft. The simulator is based
on a coupled six-degree-of-freedomnonlinear aircraftmodel equipped
withnonlinear aerodynamic and thrustmodels designed accordingly to
flight test results and the engine datasheet. The simulation is run using
the explicit Euler scheme with fixed time stepΔt � 0.1milli/second.
Two different maneuvers are designed in order to excite both longi-

tudinal and lateral-directional modes beyond their linearity: 1) a stall
maneuver, described in Fig. 2; 2) a sideslip angle sweep maneuver,
described in Fig. 3. Both maneuvers begin in trim conditions. Aileron
commands are maintained to their trim positions even though, due to
gyroscopic effects, the trim flight condition is not perfectly symmetric.
For this latter reason, the aileron during the trim condition is nonzero
and both longitudinal and lateral-directional modes are always slightly
coupled.
After a short dive, the stall maneuver is performed acting on the

sole elevator command, as described in Fig. 2a, producing initially
an increase of airspeed and then a smooth deceleration leading to high
angle of attack, as can be seen in Fig. 2b, with limited changes in
angle of sideslip.
The sideslip angle sweep maneuver is performed acting on the

sole rudder command, as described in Fig. 3a, exciting the angle of
sideslip in a large range, whereas the speed and the angle of attack are
almost constant as can be seen in Fig. 3b.

B. Numerical Results

As described in Sec. V.A, AoA and AoS are estimated simulta-
neously using the proposed scheme of Eq. (22). Therefore, AoA and

AoS estimation is based on measures of 1) true airspeed, 2) true
airspeed time derivative, 3) inertial body acceleration, 4) Euler angles
(implicitly used to obtain aB from nB as described in Sec. IV),
5) body angular rates, and 6) wind acceleration. The simulation does
not implement any sensor noise or time delay, and hence all signals
used to solve the proposed scheme are noise-free and synchronized.
Even though the system of two equations is theminimum condition

to solve the proposed scheme of Eq. (22) as discussed in Sec. V.A,
several numbers of nonlinear equations are considered here: 1) two
equations written for current time t and a single past time τ1 � t − Δt;
2) three equations written for current time t and a two past times τ1 �
t − Δt and τ2 � t − 2Δt; and3) four equationswritten for current time
t and a three past times τ1 � t − Δt, τ2 � t − 2Δt, and τ3 � t − 3Δt.
In this work, each system of nonlinear equations is solved using

an iterative method based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
[30]. Because of importance of the first guess in iteration methods,
the proposed scheme is applied with the following strategy: 1) using
the AoA/AoS values previously estimated as initial condition, and 2)
only the very first iteration (i.e., from the trim condition) is initialized
by imposing AoA and AoS true values.
Using the proposed scheme, synthetic estimations of aerodynamic

angles are reported in Fig. 4 for the stall maneuver and in Fig. 5 for the
sideslip sweep maneuver. A general good agreement can be observed
between the truevalues and the aerodynamicangle estimations. In fact,
it can be noted that, although the maximum absolute error is smaller
than 0.6° for both maneuvers, there are few error peaks mainly related
to the zero-order approximation used with the proposed scheme as it
will be shown later in Sec. VI.C. These numerical results confirm the
validity of the proposed scheme to estimate aerodynamic angles
during maneuvered flight conditions with at least two equations.
By extending the proposed scheme to three and four equations, the

estimation accuracy is not increased significantly and sometimes
higher errors are shown as in Fig. 5a. On the contrary, in Fig. 4b, it
can be noted that the estimation accuracy of the four-equation-scheme
is only slightly improved if compared with the two-equation-scheme.
If increasing the number of equations introduces more conditions to
the proposed scheme, on the other side, as shown later in Sec. VI.C,

a) b)

Fig. 2 Input–output scenario for a stall maneuver: a) more relevant input commands and b) main output data.

a) b)

Fig. 3 Input–output scenario for sideslip angle sweep maneuver: a) more relevant input commands and b) main output flight data.
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the zero-order approximation always introduces smaller errors for the

two-equation scheme. As far as the preliminary numerical validation

is concerned, the two-equation-scheme seems preferable because the
mathematical complexity introduced with the three- and four-equa-

tion schemes is not supported by significant accuracy improvement.

C. Zero-Order ASSE Approximation Error

To evaluate the error introduced with the zero-order ASSE scheme

in the systemofEq. (22), the exact value of the integral termofEq. (15)

is compared with zero-order approximation. Recalling Eq. (14) and

under the assumption of steady wind field, the zero-order ASSE
approximation error (0-OAE) is calculated as

0-OAE � −
��ΩBvB�tΔt −

R
t
τ ΩBvB dT �aB

�R t
τ ΩBvB dT �aB

(25)

Although the large range of the flight maneuver described before,

Fig. 6 shows that the zero-orderASSEapproximation errors are limited

in time (shorter than 0.25 s) and the largest errors are introduced as the

number of equations is increased. The latter aspect is straightforward
because the integrand function of Eq. (15) is considered constant for a
longer time. The maximum absolute 0-OAE is bounded within	6%
for the systemof four equations,whereas 0-OAEis reduced to	2% for
the system of two equations. The highest 0-OAE values are shown at
the beginning of the maneuver, i.e., at the transition between steady
state and dynamic flight conditions.

VII. Conclusions

In the field of aerodynamic angle synthetic estimators, this Note
introduces a model-free scheme for concurrent angle-of-attack and
angle-of-sideslip estimation independent from the aircraft. After a
rearrangement of classical flight mechanic equations, a simplification
hypothesis is applied in order to obtain a set of nonlinear equations,
or the zero-order ASSE scheme. The scheme is based on the measure
of true airspeed, angular rates, inertial accelerations, aircraft attitudes,
and wind acceleration vector. Each equation refers to a different
time instant. The proposed scheme shall be based at least on two
equationswritten for dynamic conditions. In fact, the proposed scheme

a) b)

Fig. 5 Estimation using the proposed scheme with two, three, and four equations during the angle of sideslip sweep: a) angle of attack and b) angle of
sideslip.

a) b)

Fig. 6 Zero-order ASSE approximation error (0-OAE) for a) stall and b) sideslip angle sweep maneuvers.

a) b)

Fig. 4 Estimation using the proposed scheme with two, three, and four equations during the stall maneuver: a) angle of attack and b) angle of sideslip.
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is only applicable when the aircraft is maneuvering, whereas for trim
conditions the scheme is not applicable. The proposed zero-order
approximation does not introduce significant errors with respect
to the corresponding exact value even if the approximation error
increases with the number of equations. From a preliminary numerical
validation, the proposed scheme demonstrates a good accuracy in
aerodynamic angle estimation during simulated flight conditions.
The solver of the proposed scheme is not limited to the iterativemethod
used in thisNote.Moreover, from the analysis of numerical results, the
estimation accuracy is not significantly improved by increasing the
number of equations. Therefore, for the zero-order scheme, the best
tradeoff is obtained using only two equations.
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